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Abstract: This study aims to examine comprehensively the
meaning and the existence of religiosity in Charles Dickens’
Novel A Christmas Carol. It is a qualitative research using a
structural genetic approach. The data were collected from the text
of the novel and analyzed through a content analysis. The results
of this study are as follows: (1) Autonomous structures of the
novel such plot, character, setting and theme have a coherent as a
whole and are interconnected to describe the problem of religiosity
in the novel A Christmas Carol which indicate transformation of
religiosity such as religious belief, religious practices and
religious values to improve the quality of human life. (2) Social
structure of English Society in Industrial Revolution indicates its
significance in describing social context of English society in the
novel of A Christmas Carol. Such as, the problem of population
density, low labor salaries, the high cost of daily living in the City
of London, and the degradation of religiosity in the British
Society. (3) The author’s world view indicates the need of change
of man’s religiosity through his or her affection of social and
religious experience to recover the meaning and the application of
religiosity in human life especially in the aspect of solidarity.
religiosity based on structural genetics, the autonomous structure
of the novel A Christmas Carol, the social structure of British
society during the Industrial Revolution, and the worldview of the
author has a unified whole to prove that there is a homologous
relationship between social reality, especially religions of British
society during the Industrial Revolution
Index Terms: Religiosity, Dickens’ A Christmas Carol, Genetic
Structural approach

I. INTRODUCTION
Dickens was an outspoken English writer who effectively
employed his fiction to critisize economic, social and moral
abuses in the Victorian era. He showed compassion and
emphaty towards the vulnerable and disadventaged segments
of the English society, and contributed to several important
social reforms (1) Most of novels presented the problem of
poverty as a serious social and economic burden of English
sociiety of the late 19 th century (2) Besides social, moral
and economic issues, Dickens novels also presented the
problem of religiosity that occurred in British society during
the Industrial Revolution especially in his five christmas
Novels. Novel A Christmas Carol published in 1843 becomes
the most popular one until now. In Dickens’ A Christmas
Carol, he critized on issues of degradation of religiosity of
British Society in19 th century.

The issue of religiosity in British society was one of the
crucial problems to be studied until nowadays. This can be
proven in many recent studies, namely: First, (3) examined
religious constellation about the nature and existence of life
after death according to main Characters’ beliefs in Dickens'
Christmas Novels and British society in the 19th century.
Second, (4) examined similar issues in ―Pay Back novel: Debt
Shadow Side of Wealth‖ and ―A Christmas Carol‖ especially
about religiosity and morality of British society in 21st and
19th century regarding human tragedy in the poor who suffer
from hunger on the one hand, and the greed of the rich on the
other. Third, (5) examined the practice of moral and religious
hypocrisy of the upper class of British society of the late
Victorian England in play ―Oscar Wilde's The Importance of
Being Earnest.‖ The three previous studies proved that
religious issues during Industrial revolution needed to be
exposed in order that people might get moral and religious
message from the sequent evets in the novels. (6) stated that
until nowadays, various scholars have made claims about
literature’s potential to evoke empathy and self-reflection,
which would eventually lead to more pro-social behavior.
In this research, the aim of the study is to examine the
meaning and the existence of religiosity in Charles Dickens’
novel A Christmas Carol through genetic structural approach.
Using this approach, the study of religiosity is viewed in three
terms, they are: outonomous structure of the novel, social
structure of the novel, and author’s worldview.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to (7) There is no 'objective' definition of
religion since definitions of religions are always subjectively
related to either confessional or naturalist mindsets.
Definition of religion always reflects the geographical,
cultural, historical, economic and political context. Religious
ideas are distributed unevenly among the individuals of a faith
group so the definition must be properly formulated in order
to observe the required purpose at hand, such as academic,
legal, civic, political purpose. In addition, (8) stated that the
assessment of religiosity issues had several approaches based
on scientific disciplines. For example, a theologian would
address religiosity from the view point of faith. (9-11) While
religious educators could focus on orthodoxy and belief (12,
13) Psychologist might choose to address the dimensions of
devotion, holiness, and piousness, (14-17).
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Then, sociologist would consider the concept of religiosity
to include church membership, church attendance, belief
acceptance, doctrinal knowledge, and living the faith.(15, 18,
19). In addition, the assessment of religiosity approach could
be based on religion, sects, and cults. Such as: Christian
religiosity (20-23) Islamic religiosity. Buddhist religiosity
(23)
According to (24) dimensions of religiosity consist of: a)
dimensions of religious belief (dogmatic), about the nature of
God, heaven, and hell; b) dimensions of religious practices
such as performing ritual of religious practices or worship; c)
dimension of religious experience which indicates closeness
to God, believe his/her prayer is granted, d) dimensions of
religious knowledge, which indicates one’s understanding
and knowledge of his/her religion; and e) dimension of
religious consequential, which indicates consistency of
individual behavior in accordance to his/her religion. In this
research, the study of religiosity is divided into three
dimensions, they are: religious belief, religious practice, and
religious values (25). Hence the object of this study is
Dickens’novel A Christmas Carol, so the context of this study
must be ascociated to Christian religiosity. Consequently, the
indicators of the three dimensions of religiosity must follow
the rules of Christianity. First, the indicators of religious
belief are as follow: (1) believe in God, the Father Almighty
Creator of universe and everything in it, believe in Jesus
Christ as the Savior, believe in the Holy Spirit as the
Preserver, (2) believe the Word of God and all God’s
promises as written in the Bible, (3) believe that man has
sinned against the Lord through human’s mind, desires or
passions, words and deeds, (4) believe that God curse and
punish all sin since the fruit of sin is death. Because of the
love of God and His true mercy, he promises all believers
eternal life, 5) Believe that man is saved only by the free gift
of God’s grace (26)
Second, Indicators of religious practice were based on
personal will in doing religious practices. From statements
above, indicators of religious practice were as follow: 1) keep
holiness of Sabbath/ Sunday and religious holidays and invite
other Christians, and invite other Christians to do so, 2) have
private meditation to pray or read the Bible, 3) always
surrender to God in joy and sorrow, 4) be polite in words and
deeds, 5) do not lie toward others or tell lies under oath, 6)
help one another, 7) respect the elders. 8) be honest in gaining
and owning all property. 8) forgive others’ wrong doing by
not holding grudges or injuring others (murder, abortion) or
commit suicide, 9) be faithful in marriage, 10) Maintain living
things and environment well as God's creation.(27) Third,
Indicator of religious values include personal experiences that
generate happiness, admiration, and other good inner
impressions. The indicators of religious values were: 1) feel
deep inner peace and harmony by God's mercy, 2) feel secure
about strength and comfort in the God's presence that all
burdens are enlightened by the help of God, 3) believe that
God has better plan and certain purpose for one’s life. 4) feel
that man is precious before God, 5) feel gratitude to the Lord
for the beauty of all his (28) creations (29-31)
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III. METHODOLOGY/MATERIALS
This research used content analysis method to explore,
analyze, and give meaning to spesific message of the text
within its context (32). Content analysis is a method to
analyze the contents both explicitly (text) and implicitly
(context) regarding the true meaning of the text (33)
Specifically, content analysis is intended for the analysis of a
written text content and classified based on the problem then
interpreted so that a comprehensive understanding is obtained
on the issues under study. The scope of analysis were:
theoretical studies, data analysis, and discussion (34)
The study of religiosity in Dickens' A Christmas Carol
through structural genetic approach consists of three sub
focuses, namely: (1) Religiosity is viewed from the
autonomous structure of the novel. (2) Religiosity is viewed
from the social structure of the British Society during the
Industrial Revolution which contributed in proses of creating
the novel A Christmas Carol. (3) Religiosity is viewed from
the author's worldview (19, 35) (36)
The data of this research were in the form of words,
phrases, and sentences. Data were obtained through analysis
of outonomous structure of the novel (such as theme, plot,
character, and setting), Social structures of the novel, and
author's world view relating to religiosity with three
dimensions of religiosity, namely religious beliefs, religious
practices and religious values in the novel A Christmas Carol.
The primary data source of the research was Charles Dickens’
novel A Christmas Carol by using Arthur Racham’s
illustrations and published by Chapman and Hall in England
in 1843, then reprinted by J.B. Lippincott in Philadelphia.
Meanwhile, secondary data were all information and theories
about religiosity, history of British society during industrial
revolution, Charles Dickens’ biography from various
publicized sources and documents.
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
The result of this study was based on textual evidence of the
novel which were used as research data to be described and
analyzed according to the focus / sub focus of the study,
including: (1) The study of religiosity based on the
autonomous structure of A Christmas Carol; (2) The study of
religiosity based on the social structure of the novel; (3) The
study of religiosity based on the aothor’s worldview of the
novel. Based on the research findings, the descriptions and the
discussions of this research are as follows:
A. The study of religiosity based on autonomous
structures of the novel
The Study of religiosity based on autonomous structures
such as plot, characters, setting and theme have a coherent
whole and are interconnected to describe the problem of
religiosity in the novel A Christmas Carol. The study of
religiosity in terms of the novel storyline proves that the
problems of the main character's religiosity are elaborately
and chronologically described. At the beginning of the story,
Scrooge was a materialist, selfish, ignorant of others, and
anti-Christmas.
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Next Scrooge experienced a series of conflicts with the
character of Ghost of Jacob Marley and three Christmas
Spirits. The conflict event changed Scrooge's attitude to be a
good person. Then, he loved Alfred's family and helped Bob
Cratchit's family, and other people. He went to church and
celebrated Christmas. At the end of the story, Scrooge felt
peacefulness and happiness in his life.
The study of religiosity based on the main character,
Scrooge showed a degradation of religiosity such as: greed,
materialism, no matter what the surrounding environment, did
not care about Christmas. In this occasion,(37) stated that
British society that belonged to rich people during industrial
revolution tended to be selfish, materialist, dishonest,
arrogant and did not like religious matters. they tended to
measure happiness with the standard of property ownership.
In addition, (5) stated that there was discrepancy between the
inherent Christian identity in the British society during the
industrial revolution with religious behavior in everyday life.
For this reason, Dickens as the author of the novel treated
Scrooge in special treatment.The change in Scrooge's
religiosity occurred after he had experienced several conflicts
with character of Marley’s ghost and the three Christmas
Spirits. The totality of Scrooge's religiosity transformations
can be proven in three dimensions of religiosity, they are: (1)
The dimension of religious belief indicates that Scrooge
believed in life after death, he believed that human being was
sinner through the mind, desire or lust, word and deed. (2)
The dimension of religious practice indicates that Scrooge
worshiped and celebrated Christmas. He prayed and thanked
God for the lesson he had experienced. Scrooge became polite
in words and deeds, he sincerely helped others. (3) The
dimension of religious values indicates that Scrooge always
felt happiness and peacefulness. Scrooge felt that human
being was valuable before God. In this occasion, (28) stated
that the level of religiosity of a person affected the level of
happiness and anxiety. This was influenced by the availability
of value guidelines, religious services, and exemplary
attitudes that could resolve anxiety or depression over the
problems faced by every person.
The study of religiosity based on the setting of the place,
time and social have a unified as a whole illustrating the
problem of religiosity in the novel A Christmas Carol. The
setting of place of the story was London, England. Location of
the story originated from the counting house of Scrooge &
Marley. The location indicated the place of economic
activities. Furthermore, location of Scrooge house indicated
several blocks from his counting house. Scrooge lived in old
chamber consisted of gloomy suite rooms. These two places
indicated Scrooge as a rich man. The description of the
atmosphere of darkness and the silence of the house and the
yard all night indicated that Scrooge was a solitary man and
did not care about his social surroundings. The use of London
as a business and metropolitan center indicated that the people
of London were always busy with daily economic activities.
People of London became an industrial society that calculated
profits in every opportunity and they were obsessive to gain
prosperity or wealth. This situation degdradated religious
orientation of Industrious society especially in London during
industrial revolution.
Setting of time in the novel A Christmas Carol did not use
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specific dates, months and years but the novel used the term
Christmas. This story started at three o'clock in the afternoon
on Christmas Eve which told the atmosphere of the cold city
of London and the heavy snowfall. At night, the atmosphere
was cooler, and darker over the house Scrooge. This
atmosphere depicted Scrooge's solitary life, and did not
rejoice in celebrating Christmas. On the night of Christmas
Eve, Scrooge had a dream and in conflict with the Marley’s
ghost and the Three Spirits of Christmas. The second day
started in the morning on Christmas Day. The picture of the
atmosphere of a sunny day and the sound of echoing bells
echoing reflected changes in the atmosphere of the city.
Similarly, Scrooge committed as an old good man. he went to
church, gave Christmas gifts to Bob Cratchits’ family, visited
Alfred’s house, gave donations to the poor. The end of the
story of the novel took place the day after Christmas
(Christmas Boxing). Scrooge raised Bob Cratchit’s salary
and helped Tiny Tim’s to get good health care. Scrooge spoke
politely and greeted other people respectfully. The more
Scrooge did good deeds, the happier Scrooge felt. In this
occasion, (38) stated that a higher level of happiness on
Christmas is a Christmas experience with family, giving and
receiving Christmas gifts as a feeling of gratitude and joy for
Christmas.
The main ideas in the novel contained facts about
religiosity issues that dominated a series of dialogues and
conflicts experienced by Scrooge with other characters from
the beginning to the end of the story, resulted that the theme of
the novel A Christmas Carol is " transformation of religiosity
to improve the quality of human life"
B. The study of religiosity based on social structure of
the novel
The study of religiosity based on the social structure of
British society during the Industrial Revolution proves that
social conditions are homologous with the problem of
religiosity in the novel A Christmas Carol. This homologous
description can be proven in the similarity of the social
conditions of British society that faced three problems,
namely: the problem of population density, low labor salaries,
and the high cost of daily living in the City of London.
According to (39) the density of London population was due
to the urbanization of the villagers to seek Jobs in London.
Industrial Revolution
created more and more job
opportunities in the city. Many business owners used this
opportunity to offer low wagesfor there were large number of
workers in London at that time. Because labor costs were low,
workers suffered from food shortages, health problems and
poor environmental sanitation.
To overcome this problem, officials of the charity tried to
raise funds at Christmas. However, the effort was less
successful because the middle class British community lacked
social care. Dickens showed compassion and sympathy
towards the lower-class British society for they suffered most
in the midst of unjust economic and social condition.
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He described the difficulty of improving the lives of poor
people without the solidarity of the rich. So he criticized the
secular lifestyle of the rich because they had neglected the
living condition of the poor. Dickens also criticized religious
practices which were considered less relevant in addressing
the social life of the community. Dickens observation on
social background of industrial society focused his satirical
religiosity portraits on social ethical perspective of solidarity
with those who suffered during Industrial Revolution.
C. The study of religiosity based on author’s worldview
Religiosity based on the author’s worldview in the novel A
Christmas Carol illustrated character of the British industrial
society who had rational and logical principles that prioritized
empirical evidence which had had an impact on the
degradation of belief such as the existence of life after death
(heaven and hell). In this occassion, (40) stated that the items
in such a pattern of beliefs, preferences, hopes, fears, and
actions of a person—hang together rationally. Consequently,
a person's propositional attitudes and actions may be said to
bear internal, rational relations to one another. A particular
propositional attitude is what it is by virtue of its rational
relations to other attitudes and actions. In A Christmas Carol,
Dickens described fears, hope, christian belief, and actions,
especially about belief in the existence of the Spirit and the
consequences of the good and bad qualities of human
religiosity affecting the life after death. Scrooge observed the
suffering of Marley’s ghost and the ghosts of guilty
governments in the life after death. Scrooge heard those
ghosts’ sad lament. Then Scrooge observed that the misery of
each ghost was bound by chains and everything they used in
committing a crime. Dickens believed that the attitude of
human religiosity such as Scrooge was determined by three
considerations, they were: first, the disclosure of good
experiences or memories of the past created feelings of
emotion and empathy. Conversely, the disclosure of
memories in the form of mistakes and regrets gave a negative
reaction in the form of anger, revenge and hatred. Dickens
proved his view on the story of Scrooge’s travelling with
The Spirit of Christmas past to several places in Scrooge’s
past life. Scrooge was touched and shed tears in memory of
his childhood when he was in school. Instead, Scrooge was
angry and disappointed at himself when he saw the events of
his bitter memories in his youth. Scrooge prioritized ambition
to acquire wealth rather than to care Belle so that Belle broke
her engagement with Scrooge. Second, anticipatory
knowledge and actions in the present time were influenced by
social care and social interaction. Dickens proved his view on
the story of Scrooge’s travelling with Spirits of Christmas
Present to various places. Scrooge got moral lesson from his
travelling that made him understand the real problem of his
surroundings. Then he showed compassion and sympathy to
the poor. Third, hope for a better future. Dickens proved his
view on the story of Scrooge’s travelling with the Spirit of
Christmas Future to reveal the shadow of Tiny Tim's death
and Scrooge’s death. In that occasion, Scrooge saw no one
cared about his body. Furthermore, the grave was left
neglected. The description of the two tragic deaths in the
future made Scrooge repent. He became religious person. he
celebrated Christmas every year, he cared and helped people
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sincerely, he was polite in words and deeds.
Scrooge did good deeds, the happier he felt.

The more

V. CONCLUSION
Autonomous structures of the novel such plot, character,
setting and theme
have a coherent whole and are
interconnected to describe the problem of religiosity in the
novel A Christmas Carol which indicate transformation of
religiosity such as religious belief, religious practices and
religious values to improve the quality of human life.
Religiosity based on social structure of English Society in
Industrial Revolution shows its significance in describing
social context of English society in the novel of A Christmas
Carol. Such as, the problem of population density, low labor
salaries, the high cost of daily living in London, and the
degradation of religiosity in British Society. Dickens viewed
that it was difficult to improve the life of poor people without
the solidarity of the rich. Dickens recommended that the
solution of the problems was transformation of man’s
religiosity through his or her affection of social and religious
experience to recover the meaning and the application of
religiosity in human life especially in the aspect of solidarity.
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